
A routing framework for the stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing problem

Abstract
In this paper,we study the vehicle routing problemwith dynamic customers,where a portion of the customer requests are known
in advance and the rest arrive in real time. We propose an optimization-based look-ahead dynamic routing framework that
involves request forecasting, partial planning, anddynamic real-time routing of thefleet. This frameworkhas the capabilities for
adjustments in response to routing environments with different levels of uncertainties. Through extensive numeral simulations,
we exam its performance in routing environments with various levels of uncertainties. We demonstrate the efficiency and
robustness of the proposed solution by benchmarking against two other routing strategies. This paper fills the gap in the
literature on studying the relationship between the level of route planning in the solution approach and the quality of the
solution under various system conditions.

Keywords Dynamic vehicle routing problem · Look-ahead dynamic routing · Re-optimization · Partial routing · Waiting
time adjustment

1 Introduction

Many industries deal with the task of transporting goods or
delivering services in a timely, reliable, and cost-effective
manner, including manufacturing, food, e-commerce, public
transit, etc. Logistics has become the backbone that enables
the productivity andmobility of these industries [18]. Indeed,
growth in the transportation sector recently has been on
par with the growth in the gross domestic product (GDP)
in the United States. According to statistics from the 2013
National Transportation Statistics report [19], expenditure
on transportation activities amounted to 1426 billion dollars
in 2012, representing nearly 9 percent of the total US GDP.
The transportation industry, like many others, has undergone
significant changes in the last decade through the introduc-
tion of information technologies. Examples include vehicle
tracking, such as global-positioning-systems (GPS), wireless

communication via satellite, cellular and paging networks,
which enable 2-way communication with mobile fleets, and
real-time information services that allow for dynamic esti-
mation of travel times. Whereas in the past it was difficult
for a logistics company to control or route vehicles once they
left the depot, these technologies make accurate dynamic
real-time routing a very real possibility.

However, most of the developed techniques and models
for planning, routing and scheduling assume “known” static
data as their input, and have yet to take full advantage of
the technological advances mentioned above. For instance,
in the classical vehicle routing problem (VRP) the customer
demands, travel costs, and travel times are known in advance.
In this case, the fundamental problem is to determine the
optimal route that minimizes a certain objective such as fleet
size and total travel distance. The built-in assumption of these
approaches is that there will be small deviations on the real-
ization of the demand and travel times from the plan so that
the pre-determined routes form a basis for either the pickup
or delivery schedule. In the real world, however, operations
in any transportation network contain a fairly high level of
uncertainties including variable waiting and travel times due
to traffic congestion, arrival of new service requests, can-
cellation of existing requests, unknown demand sizes, etc.
That is why human operators (dispatchers) still play a major
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role in route planning and vehicle scheduling in the trucking
industry.

The problem of routing a fleet of vehicles in real time
to serve a set of customers under changing and gradually
revealed information falls in the scope of the dynamic vehi-
cle routing problem (DVRP). The DVRP derives from the
VRP when some element of the problem becomes non-
deterministic. The DVRP has emerged as an active and
intense area of research, both due to industry needs, but
also due to technological advances, includingmap databases,
location determination technology (e.g.,GPS),wireless com-
munication and mobile computing. In some highly uncertain
environments, information concerning the randomness in the
problem may not be available and the notion of optimality
is unfounded before the randomness becomes realized. A
reactive approach must be adopted to constantly re-route the
fleet in light of newly revealed information. In other cases,
some stochastic information on network conditions and cus-
tomer requests may be obtained from historical data. For
these situations, it is widely expected that the use of infor-
mation technology in transportation systems narrows the gap
between highly uncertain systems in reality and the perfectly
known static systems in theory.

As discussed above, for static systems, where the network
parameters are known and fixed, the well-established rout-
ing and scheduling algorithms lead to optimum solutions.
On the other hand, in a highly uncertain system where no
stochastic information on the randomness of the problem
is available, the reactive routing approach is the only option.
Therefore, there exists a gap in the literature for situations that
are in between these two extreme cases, where some stochas-
tic information concerning the random system is available.
An ideal approach to solve these situations should have the
flexibility to adjust the level of route planning in the solution
based on the level of uncertainties in the system. To address
this gap, there is a need to study the relationship between the
amount and quality of information available in a dynamic
routing problem and the level of route planning that should
be implemented in order to generate an efficient and reliable
solution.

In this paper, we focus on studying a category of
the stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing problem with
dynamic customers. The objective of this research was to
develop a routing technique that involves partial routing and
has the capabilities for adjustments in response to prob-
lems with different levels of uncertainties. We propose an
optimization-based look-ahead dynamic routing framework
that employs time-efficient heuristic algorithms. In order
to tackle problems with various levels of uncertainties, the
behavior of the proposed model can be adjusted by changing
multiple parameter settings. We conduct extensive numeri-
cal simulations to find the desirable level of route planning
in the solution approach in response to different levels of

uncertainties in the problem for the best performance. Our
analysis sheds insights into how dynamic real-time routing
would narrow the gap between highly uncertain systems in
reality and the perfectly known static system in theory. This
paper also fills the gap in the literature on studying the rela-
tionship between the level of route planning in the solution
approach and the quality of the solution under various system
conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2,
a literature review of the dynamic vehicle routing problem
is presented. Section 3 formally defines the problem and
illustrates the solution framework. Section 4 presents the
experimental setup and results. We conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Literature review

The traditional vehicle routing problem (VRP) has always
received significant attention in the literature ever since its
first introduction by Dantzig and Ramser in 1959 [5]. A
traditional VRP is based on a graph, with a special node rep-
resenting the depot, and the remaining nodes representing
customers. A cost matrix is defined on the arcs to repre-
sent the travel costs (usually proportional to travel distance)
between corresponding locations. A fleet of vehicles origi-
nally located at the depot are routed to service the customers.
The objective is to find a feasible routing schedule that visits
each customer exactly once with minimum total travel cost.
Feasibility is often defined with respect to side constraints,
which may include vehicle capacity constraint, time window
constraint, service level constraint, etc.

The dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP) differen-
tiates from the VRP in that some element of the problem is
randomand is not knownwith certainty at the time the vehicle
routes must be planned. The problem arises naturally from a
broad spectrum of real-world applications, including courier
routing [9,15], service scheduling [3,4], Dial-a-Ride systems
[2,8,26,27], etc. Depending on which element or elements of
the problem become dynamic, numerous variations of the
DVRP exist. For example, the set of customers that needs
to be serviced may not be known in advance. Instead, new
customers may arrive in real time throughout the planning
horizon [10,15,27]. In some cases, the demand of a customer
may not be known when the service request is made and
when routing decisions have to be made. Instead, the actual
size of the demand may only be revealed when the vehicle
reaches the customer [16,29,31]. The cost matrix can also
be random, reflecting random travel times between customer
locations due to varying traffic conditions or uncertainties in
operations [33,34]. There are many other potential sources
of randomness that could make a problem dynamic.

The work by Fleischmann et al. [7] represents one of the
earliest studies in the literature on stochastic and dynamic
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vehicle routing problems. In the first paper, the authors con-
sidered a dynamic routing system that dispatches a fleet of
vehicles in response to customer orders arriving at random
times during the planning period. Each customer order con-
sists of both a pickup and a delivery operation. One extra
source of randomness in the system comes from uncertain
travel times, which can be queried from a trafficmanagement
center in real time. The authors proposed multiple event-
based dispatching procedures that dynamically calculate the
shortest path based on changing travel times. The methods
developed can be realized due to the increasingly availabil-
ity of real-time information and communication systems for
logistic operations at the time.

Hvattum et al. [11] studied a variation of the stochas-
tic and dynamic vehicle routing problem where customer
orders arrive in real time during the daily operations. Both
customer locations and demand quantities may be unknown
in advance. The authors proposed a heuristic algorithm that
samples multiple scenarios for the uncertain problem infor-
mation. The sampled scenarios represent static problems and
can be solved using static methods. All scenarios are solved
and the solutions are combined to generate a single operat-
ing schedule. The quality of solution increases when more
computational power is dedicated. This research belongs
to a series of attempts of adopting well-developed solution
techniques for static vehicle routing problems into solving
stochastic and dynamic problems.

The variation of DVRP that is particularly of interest is the
vehicle routing problemwith dynamic customers, where new
customers arrive in real time throughout the planning hori-
zon. In a dynamic environment, critical problem information
is revealed over time, meaning that the complete realiza-
tion of randomness is only known at the end of the planning
horizon. As a consequence, the initial solution can only be
constructed based on partial information at the beginning of
the planning horizon. The set of routes must be updated (if
possible) in real time as new information becomes available.
This cannot be done without the help of real-time vehicle
positioning and communication technologies. Due to recent
advances in these technologies, they cannowbe implemented
at lower costs and at a larger scale [21]. One can refer to
[6,14,21] for complete reviews on the recent literature on
the vehicle routing problems, and [23,24] for stochastic and
dynamic vehicle routing problems.

Solution approaches for the DVRP can be classified into
three categories, namely static routing, local dynamic rout-
ing, and look-ahead dynamic routing [4]. In the static routing
approach, a priori vehicle routes or routing policies are con-
structed with limited information at the beginning of the
planning horizon, before vehicles begin to travel. As new
information becomes available, existing routes adapt auto-
matically according to pre-defined rules. In the local dynamic
approach, route planners react to new information by explic-

itly incorporating them into decision making. Thus vehicles
often need to be diverted and re-routed during the planning
horizon. In the look-ahead dynamic approach, route planners
not only react to new information, but also forecast future
events and the fleet status, and explicitly use predictions
to help design vehicle routes. Forecasts are usually made
based on historical information. The latter two approaches
rely on real-time vehicle positioning technologies and real-
time communication systems between each vehicle and route
planners. In this paper, we propose to develop a look-ahead
dynamic routing approach.

One dynamic routing technique that has received sig-
nificant attention in the literature is re-optimization. The
intuition behind re-optimization is to repeatedly and sequen-
tially formulate static vehicle routing problems based on
newly revealed information throughout the planning hori-
zon. And solve these problems using well-studied static
VRP algorithms. Depending on when static problems are
formulated and solved, this approach involves into either
the periodic re-optimization approach or the continuous
re-optimization approach. In periodic re-optimization, an
optimization procedure runs at the beginning of the planning
horizon to construct an initial set of vehicle routes. Then, an
optimization procedure is invoked periodically to solve the
current state static problem, whenever new problem infor-
mation becomes available, or at fixed intervals of time. Such
fixed intervals are referred to as decision epochs or time slices
in the literature [4,13,21].

The first periodic re-optimization technique was intro-
duced by Psaraftis in 1980 [22]. The author utilized a
local-dynamic approach to solve the vehicle routing prob-
lem with dynamic customers. In particular, a static VRP is
formulated whenever a new customer requests service, and
is solved to optimality by a dynamic programming algo-
rithm. This approach inevitably suffers from the curse of
dimensionality of dynamic programming, which prevents its
application to large instances. Several streams of research
follow the lead in developing periodic re-optimization frame-
works embedded with exact algorithms. Chen and Xu
considered a dynamic vehicle routing problem with hard
time windows [4]. The authors assumed that the dispatcher
does not have any deterministic or probabilistic informa-
tion on the location and the size of a customer order until
it arrives. A periodic re-optimization framework embed-
ded with a dynamic column-generation-based algorithm was
developed. The approach showed its merits when compared
with insertion-based heuristics on most problems.

Other researchers have focused on developing heuris-
tic algorithms. Several Metaheuristics were proposed to
be combined with the periodic re-optimization framework.
Montemanni et al. developed anAntColonySystem (ACS) to
solve the vehicle routing problem with dynamic customers
[17]. One feature of the solution is to hold dynamic cus-
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tomers that arrive within a time period until the end of that
period. This limitation is certainly not desirable in situations
where an immediate or at least a timely response to cus-
tomer requests is crucial. Secomandi and Margot studied a
vehicle routing problem with stochastic demands [28]. The
actual demand is only known when the vehicle arrives at the
customer. The authors developed a finite-horizon Markov
decision process (MDP) formulation for the single vehicle
case. A partial re-optimization heuristic is proposed to solve
theMDP. The authors comparedmultiple heuristics to embed
in the re-optimization framework. They argued that their best
approach outperforms existing heuristics.

One major limitation of the re-optimization approach lies
in the fact that all optimization needs to be performed before
the decision maker can update the route of each vehicle,
potentially causing delays in routing operations. One pos-
sible solution is to employ computationally fast heuristic
algorithms instead of exact algorithms in the re-optimization
framework.

3 Problem definition and solution
framework

In this section, we formulate and solve the vehicle rout-
ing problem with dynamic customer requests. In particular,
we develop a look-ahead dynamic partial routing framework
that involves demand forecasting, partial planning, dynamic
real-time routing, and periodic re-optimization of the cur-
rent schedule. In this section, we first formally define the
problem and introduce the notations. We then illustrate com-
ponents of the proposed framework together with details
about how vehicles are routed dynamically based on par-
tial routing schedules. This section concludes with a detailed
explanation of all the heuristic algorithms used in the frame-
work.

3.1 Problem definition

Suppose that the operation consists of routing a fleet of capac-
itated vehicles to collect shipments from a set of customers
and transport them to a central depot. The length of the plan-
ning horizon is Tmax and can be discretized into time units
of equal length. There are N potential customers. Each cus-
tomer has a fixed location, a known demand size, a known
service time window and a service time of fixed length. The
service time window specifies the earliest and latest times
when service can be started at the corresponding customer
and cannot be violated. Each customer requests service at
most once during the planning horizon. The uncertainty lies
in the fact that not all customers would request service. Some
customers request service in advance (prior to the beginning
of the planning horizon), and are called advance customers.

These customers must be served. The rest of the customers
are called dynamic customers, who may or may not request
service during the planninghorizon.Weassume that the prob-
ability a dynamic customer requests service can be estimated
from historical information. The time when a dynamic cus-
tomer requests service is called its request time. It is also the
time when it becomes certain that the customer needs to be
served. When a dynamic customer requests service, it may
or may not be accepted based on the fleet status at the time
of the request. If a large enough fleet size is assumed, an idle
vehicle will always be available at the depot anytime during
the planning horizon. In such cases, all dynamic customer
requests can be accepted and there will be no rejected cus-
tomers. The objective of the model is to minimize the total
travel distance incurred by all of the vehicles. In the simula-
tion studies, we have assumed a large enough fleet size such
that all dynamic customer requests are accepted.

The following notations are used for model parameters
and decision variables. Generally, i and j are used to index
customers, k to index vehicles/routes, and t to index time.

N total number of customers
AC set of advance customers
DC set of dynamic customers
di demand of customer i
si service time of customer i
ui request time of customer i
ei the earliest time that service can begin at customer i
li the latest time that service can begin at customer i

ti, j distance (minimum travel time) between location i
and j

K total number of vehicles
C capacity of each vehicle

rk,t partial routing schedule for vehicle k at time t
ni,k,t the i-th customer scheduled on vehicle k at time t

ai time of arrival at customer i
bi time of departure from customer i

n0,k,t the location fromwhere vehicle k would start its route
if diverted at time t

a0,k,t the time when vehicle k would become available to
start its route if diverted at time t

It is assumed that all vehicles travel at unit speed. Thus,
the travel time is equatable with travel distance between cor-
responding locations. It is also assumed that no preemption
in vehicle routes is allowed, meaning that a vehicle cannot
be diverted while en route to its current scheduled customer.
The vehicle can only be diverted after it reaches and fin-
ishes service at its current customer. The request time ui of
dynamic customer i represents the time when it becomes
certain that customer i needs to be serviced. ui is modeled
as a random variable taking values on the interval [0, ei ]. It
means that the customermustmake the decision onwhether it
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needs to be serviced or not before the beginning of its service
time window. In addition, we assume that real-time two-way
communication capability is established between the cen-
tral decision making unit and each vehicle. At any point in
time, the decision maker is aware of the complete fleet status
including current locations, directions, and remaining capac-
ities. This enables dynamic real-time routing of the vehicles.

There are two issues that are uncertain about dynamic cus-
tomer requests. First, whether the customer requests service
at all during the planning horizon. Second, when will the
customer request service given that it will do so. From a his-
torical perspective, the probability that a customer requests
service on any day can be estimated by the proportion of days
that the customer has requested service among all the days
of operation. We use qi to denote this probability. For the
second issue, a distribution on request time can be estimated
by the actual request times of the customer on the days when
it actually requested service. By definition, this distribution
is conditional on the fact that the customer requests service.
Let fi (t) be the conditional probability density function of
request time ui . Recall that ui is defined on [0, ei ]; thus we
have

∫ ei
0 fi (t)dt = 1,∀i . Given this setup, the probability

that a dynamic customer i requests service during the time
interval [t1, t2], 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ Tmax on any day can be
calculated as

P (i requests during [t1, t2])

= P (i requests, i requests during [t1, t2]) (1)

= P (i requests during [t1, t2] | i requests)
∗ P (i requests) (2)

=
∫ t2

t1
fi (t)dt ∗ qi (3)

In a dynamic vehicle routing context, problem informa-
tion are revealed gradually over time. In other words, the full
set of customers cannot be known until the end of the plan-
ning horizon. At any time t in the planning horizon, only
the set of advance customers and a subset of dynamic cus-
tomers who have already requested service are known. A
problem consisting of only partial information is called a
partial vehicle routing problem Pt . The solution to a partial
problem at time t is called a partial solution St , which con-
sists of a collection of partial routing schedules, St = {rk,t }
where k = 1, . . . ,K. In a dynamic context, the sequence of
customers alone does not uniquely determine an operational
schedule. In addition, we need to specify the exact arrival
and departure times at each location along the route. Let ai
and bi denote the arrival and departure times at customer i ,
respectively. A partial routing schedule for vehicle k spec-
ifies the sequence of customers scheduled for the vehicle,
together with the arrival and departure times at each cus-
tomer. rk,t = {n1,k,t , . . . , n|rk,t |,k,t , n|rk,t |+1,k,t }, where |rk,t |

denotes the total number of customers scheduled on route k
at time t . n|rk,t |+1,k,t = 0,∀k, t is a dummy place holder vari-
able representing the constraint that all vehicles must return
to the depot by the end of the planning horizon.

n0,k,t denotes the location from where vehicle k would
start its route if it was diverted at time t . It can be loosely
interpreted as the “available position” of vehicle k. At any
time t , vehicle k must be in exactly one of the following
two states. State I: serving or idling at some customer i .
State II: en route to some customer i . In either case, if a
new routing schedule were to be constructed at the moment
and the vehicle is diverted, the updated route must start at
location i (no preemption assumption). Hence in either case,
we have n0,k,t = i . In fact, during the implementation of
vehicle routes, the n0,k,t variable should be updated once the
vehicle starts to travel to its next customer based on the no
preemption rule.

Similarly, a0,k,t denotes the time when vehicle k would
become available to start its route if it were to be diverted at
time t . It can be loosely interpreted as the “available time”
of vehicle k. At any time t , if vehicle k is currently servicing
customer i , then a0,k,t = ai + si ; if the vehicle is idle, then
a0,k,t = t ; if the vehicle is traveling to service customer i ,
then a0,k,t = ai + si .

3.2 Look-ahead partial vehicle routing framework

The entire planning horizon is discretized into Tmax number
of time units of equal length. Partial vehicle routing prob-
lems consisting of both realized and forecasted information
are formulated and solved at decision epochs, which take
place periodically at fixed time intervals. The time interval
between adjacent decision epochs is called a time period.
During a time period, the vehicles are routed based on the
partial routing schedule constructed at the previous decision
epoch. When the time period ends and the next decision
epoch is reached, the partial schedule is re-optimized. We
now illustrate the solution framework in detail.

3.2.1 Customer states

At any time during the planning horizon, each customer
belongs to exactly one of the following 5 customer states:

Unconfirmed customer U(t) Customers who have yet to
request service, and are not anticipated to request in the near
future. This is the initial state for all dynamic customers.

Confirmed customer C(t) Customers who have requested
service and are accepted, but not yet serviced. This is the ini-
tial state for all advance customers and the state for a dynamic
customer once it requests service and is accepted.

Serviced customer S(t) Customers who have been ser-
viced.
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Rejected customer R(t) Customers who have requested
service, but have been rejected due to infeasibility in the
routing schedule.

Anticipated customer A(t) Customers who have yet to
request service, but are anticipated to do so soon. The set
of anticipated customers is updated at each decision epoch
(Sect. 3.2.2).

The state of each customer changes over time. State
changes are triggered by certain events in the dynamic partial

routing environment and will be introduced in the following
sections.

3.2.2 Decision epoch

Decision epochs are thekey component of the re-optimization
scheme. Figure 1 illustrates the time dynamic of events in the
system. The entire planning horizon is divided into a number
of time periods. All time periods are of equal length. The
beginning of each time period is called a decision epoch.
By construction, the first decision epoch occurs at time 0.
A decision epoch is a point in time when four solution
procedures are implemented sequentially to construct and
solve a partial vehicle routing problem. The resulting partial
routing schedule consists of both confirmed and anticipated
customers. We focus on developing time-efficient heuris-
tic algorithms to solve the partial vehicle routing problems
since we assume that no extra time is allocated for the deci-
sion making and the computation has to be carried out on
the go. Within a time period, the vehicles are routed based
on the partial routing schedule constructed at the previous
decision epoch and the dynamic routing rules introduced in
Sect. 3.2.3.

Figure 2 illustrates how partial solutions are constructed
at each decision epoch. In the first step, a partial vehicle

Fig. 1 Time dynamic of events

routing problem consisting of both confirmed and antici-
pated customers is formulated. The set of anticipated cus-
tomers is constructed by a request forecast procedure. Let
f orecast Hori zon be an adjustable parameter representing
how far we forecast into the planning horizon. Suppose the
current time is t∗ and dynamic customer i has yet to request
service. We want to calculate how likely it is for the cus-
tomer to request service within the f orecast Hori zon. Let
pi,t∗ denote this probability. Then we have

pi,t∗ = P(i requests during
[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

] | i hasn’t requested till t∗) (4)

= P
(
i requests during

[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

]
, i hasn’t requested till t∗

)

P (i hasn’t requested till t∗)
(5)

= P
(
i requests during

[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

]
, i hasn’t requested till t∗

)

1 − P (i requests during [0, t∗])
(6)

The numerator represents the joint probability of events “i
requests during

[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

]
” and “i hasn’t

requested till t∗”. In fact, the first event completely contains
the second event. Given the assumption that each dynamic
customer requests service at most once during the planning
horizon, the fact that customer i requests in time interval[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

]
implies that the customermust

have not requested prior to time t∗. Thus Eq. 6 can be written
as

pi,t∗ = P
(
i requests during

[
t∗, t∗ + f orecast Hori zon

])

1 − P (i requests during [0, t∗])
(7)

=
∫ t∗+ f orecast Hori zon
t∗ fi (t)dt

1 − ∫ t∗
0 fi (t)dt

∗ qi , (8)

where the last step follows from Eq. 3. Given pi,t∗ for each
dynamic customer i who has yet to request service, we use
a simple threshold rule to select the set of anticipated cus-
tomers. Namely, customer i is placed in the anticipated set if

Fig. 2 Partial solution construction at decision epochs
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and only if pi,t∗ ≥ threshold, where threshold is a tunable
model parameter.

A parallel construction heuristic is implemented to con-
struct an initial feasible solution to the partial vehicle routing
problem. Both confirmed and anticipated customers are
routed. The local search heuristic follows to iteratively
improve the initial solution. Last but not least, the hybrid
waiting time adjustment heuristic re-distributes slack time
along each vehicle route to maximize the chance of accom-
modating dynamic customers when they actually request
service. In essence, a combination of push backward and
push forward procedures is used to position the maximum
amount of slack time possible immediately prior to the time
when the vehicle must leave for the first anticipated customer
on the route (if there is any). The hybrid heuristic ensures that
(after finishing service at the previous customer) each vehicle
waits for an anticipated customer to actually request service
for the maximum amount of time possible while maintaining
time window feasibility at all subsequent customers. Details
of all heuristic algorithms are presented in Sect. 3.3.

3.2.3 Dynamic routing

In our model, vehicles are routed dynamically in real time
based on partial routing schedules and newly revealed prob-
lem information. The schedules generated at a decision epoch
are used until the next decision epoch,when the schedules are
updated. A partial routing schedule specifies the sequence of
customers scheduled on a particular vehicle together with the
arrival and departure times at each customer. For example,
the schedule may specify that vehicle k begins to travel to
customer i at some future time t∗. When time t∗ is reached,
one of the following two cases must be true. Case I: customer
i is a confirmed customer at t∗. In this case, the vehicle begins
to travel to the customer and the customer’s state is updated
to “serviced” and n0,k,t = i . Both updates are consequential
to the no preemption rule. Case II: customer i is an antici-
pated customer at t∗. Since the customer has not requested
service and the vehicle has waited for the maximum amount
of time for it to do so (Sect. 3.3.3), the anticipated customer
is dropped from the route and the hybrid waiting time adjust-
ment heuristic adjusts the waiting time for all remaining
customers on the same route. Based on the new schedule,
the vehicle either remains idle at its current location (n0,k,t is
not updated) or immediately begins to travel to its next cus-
tomer (n0,k,t and the customer’s state are updated similarly
as in Case I).

When a dynamic customer requests service, it may or may
not have a reserved time slot in the current schedule. The
dynamic customer may have a reserved time slot because it
was anticipated and routed at the previous decision epoch.
In this case, the reserved slot is confirmed immediately and
the customer becomes a confirmed customer. Otherwise, the

customer does not have a reserved time slot in the schedule
either because the customer was not anticipated and routed
or because its time slot has expired (corresponding to case II
discussed above). In this case, a cheapest insertion heuristic
is used to route the customer. If no feasible schedule can be
found, the customer is rejected.

3.3 Heuristics

3.3.1 Construction heuristic

At each decision epoch, the construction heuristic generates
an initial feasible solution to the partial vehicle routing prob-
lem consisting of both confirmed and anticipated customers.
An iterative insertion-based heuristic that constructs all vehi-
cle routes in parallel is implemented. At each iteration,
an impact measure is calculated to estimate the inconve-
nience of routing each customer at each feasible position
in the partial solution. Then the customer with the low-
est impact measure is placed at the corresponding position
with minimum impact. The heuristic initiates with the set
of confirmed customers. After all confirmed customers are
routed, the procedure continues with the set of anticipated
customers.

We have adopted the definition of the impact measure by
Solomon and Ioannou [12,32] as the insertion criteria. Let
impact

(
i, rk, n j,k

)
denote the impact measure of placing

customer i on route k at the position immediately prior to
customer n j,k . i belongs to the set of un-routed customers
in the current iteration, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ |rk |.
Note that we have omitted the time subscript of variables
rk and n j,k in this section for simplicity. impact

(
i, rk, n j,k

)

is calculated as a weighted average of marginal travel dis-
tance and other surrogate cost measures. In particular, we
have

impact
(
i, rk, n j,k

) = αSI S I
(
i, rk, n j,k

) + αE I E I (i)

+αI I I I
(
i, rk, n j,k,

)
, (9)

where SI , E I , and I I represent self-impact, external-impact,
and internal-impact, respectively. αSI , αE I , and αI I are
external parameters representing the weight of each impact
component. αSI +αE I +αI I = 1. Definition of each impact
component is presented below.

• SI
(
i, rk, n j,k

)
measures the coverage of the service time

window of customer i . Let αi
(
n j,k

)
denote the arrival

time at customer i if the customer is scheduled immedi-
ately prior to customer n j,k on route k. The self-impact
is calculated as the difference between the vehicle arrival
time at customer i and the beginning of the time window
of customer i .
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SI (i, rk , n j,k)

=
{
max

(
ei , an j−1,k + sn j−1,k + tn j−1,k ,i

) − ei ∀ j > 1

max
(
ei , a0,k,t + tn0,k,t ,i

) − ei j = 1

(10)

• E I (i)measures the inconvenience caused for the remain-
ing un-routed customers as a result of routing customer i .
Whenever we schedule a customer in the partial solution,
it becomes more difficult to schedule other customers
due to potential infeasibility in the time window and/or
vehicle capacity. The external-impact quantifies this dif-
ficulty. Let UC denote the set of un-routed customers in
the current iteration. When |UC | > 1, let i ∈ UC be a
customer that is yet to be routed, the external-impact of
customer i can be calculated as

E I (i) = 1

|UC | − 1

∑

j∈UC\{i}
×max

(
l j − ei − ti, j , li − e j , ti, j

)
(11)

The external-impact is not defined for the last remaining
customer inUC , at which point the customer is by default
the next one to be routed.

• I I
(
i, rk, n j,k

)
denotes internal-impact, which is cal-

culated as a weighted average of 3 sub-components.
The first sub-component c1

(
i, rk, n j,k

)
measures the

marginal travel distance of inserting customer i . The
second sub-component c2

(
i, rk, n j,k

)
measures themax-

imum amount of delay in arrival time at subsequent
customers. The thirdmeasure c3

(
i, rk, n j,k

)
is calculated

as the time gap between the earliest possible arrival time
at customer i and the beginning of the time window at
customer i . This measure expresses the compatibility of
customer i with the insertion position. β1, β2 and β3 are
external parameters representing the weight of each sub-
component. β1 + β2 + β3 = 1.

c1
(
i, rk , n j,k

) = tn j−1,k ,i + ti,n j,k − tn j−1,k ,n j,k (12)

c2
(
i, rk , n j,k

) = max
(
en j,k , ai + si + ti,n j,k

)

+ max
(
en j,k , an j−1,k + sn j−1,k + tn j−1,k ,n j,k

)

(13)

c3
(
i, rk , n j,k

) = li − (
an j−1,k + sn j−1,k + tn j−1,k ,i

)
(14)

I I
(
i, rk , n j,k

) = β1c1
(
i, rk , n j,k

)

+ β2c2
(
i, rk , n j,k

) + β3c3
(
i, rk , n j,k

)

(15)

3.3.2 Local search

A simulated annealing (SA) algorithm embedded with well-
known local search operators is developed to improve the
initial partial solution at each decision epoch. These oper-

ators are widely used to solve a variety of vehicle routing
problems [1,20,25,30]. In particular, one of the following
7 local search operators is randomly selected at each itera-
tion of the Simulated Annealing algorithm. The first group
of methods operates on inter-route neighborhoods, meaning
that two vehicle routes are changed simultaneously. The sec-
ond set of methods operates on intra-route neighborhoods,
meaning that only one vehicle route is changed.

Inter-route operators:
Crossover One customer is randomly selected from each

of the two routes. The sequence of customers following and
including the chosen customers are switched between the two
original routes to form two updated routes.

RelocateOne customer is randomly selected and removed
from the first route, and then inserted to a random position
in the second route.

Relocate2 Similar to Relocate, except that a pair of two
consecutive customers is relocated from one route to another.

Intra-route operators:
Reinsert One customer is randomly selected and removed

from one route. The customer is then inserted to a random
position on the same route that it is removed from.

Or-opt2 Similar to Reinsert, except that a pair of two con-
secutive customers is reinserted to a random position on the
same route that it is removed from.

Or-opt3 Similar to Reinsert, except that a sequence of
three consecutive customers is reinserted to a random posi-
tion on the same route that it is removed from.

2opt-exchangeTwocustomers are randomly selected from
one route. The sequence of customers between and including
the two chosen customers is reversed.

In each iteration, let St and S′
t denote the original and

updated partial solution, respectively. Let cost (St ) and
cost

(
S′
t

)
denote the corresponding total travel distance. If

cost
(
S′
t

)
< cost (St ), S′

t is accepted as the current partial
solution. Otherwise, S′

t is only accepted up to a probability
determined by the acceptance rule of the simulated annealing
algorithm. An exponential acceptance probability function is
implemented in our model, which specifies

P(St , S
′
t , T ) = p∗ ∗ exp

(

−cost
(
S′
t

) − cost (St )

T
,

)

(16)

where P(St , S′
t , T ) represents the probability of accepting

the updated partial solution S′
t given the current solution St

and temperature T . T is an external variable which mono-
tonically decreases as the number of iterations increase. p∗
is an external parameter representing the maximum prob-
ability of acceptance. P(St , S′

t , T ) = p∗ if and only if
cost

(
S′
t

) = cost (St ).
Two stop criteria are implemented. The first criterion lim-

its the total number of iterations allowed and the second
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criterion limits the maximum number of consecutive itera-
tions where no better solution can be found. The local search
procedure is terminated when either criterion is met and the
best partial solution encountered throughout the search his-
tory is returned as the new partial solution.

3.3.3 Waiting time adjustment

In a dynamic vehicle routing environment, the design of
arrival and departure times directly affects the final total cost
of a solution. Studies in the recent literature have shown
that waiting can be a useful strategy in handling dynamic
customer arrivals, especially those with time windows [21].
In this section, we first review two common waiting time
adjustment strategies for the vehicle routing problem with
time windows, namely the Push Backward and Push For-
ward heuristics. We then illustrate the hybrid waiting time
adjustment heuristic we develop for the look-ahead partial
routing framework.

Push backward All arrival and departure times are set
based on the wait-first strategy. That is, when a vehicle fin-
ishes service at its current customer and becomes idle, it
should first wait at its current location, and then travel to the
next customer at the earliest time to ensure no waiting time at
the next customer before it could start service. Let i− and i+
denote the predecessor and successor of customer i , respec-
tively. The Push Backward heuristic can be represented as
follows:

ai = max
(
ei , ai− + si− + ti−,i

)

bi = ai+ − ti,i+

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the Push Backward
heuristic. Let gi represent the time when service is finished
at customer i . There are three customers. The beginning and
ending of their service time windows are labeled by a set
of single and double bars, respectively. Solid arcs represent
travel times, dashed arcs represent service times, and double-

headed arrows show waiting times. Suppose that the vehicle
arrives at customer 1 exactly at time e1 and begins service
right away. Service is finished at time g1. The vehicle waits
at customer 1 until time b1 before traveling to customer 2, so
that it does not arrive earlier than the service time window at
customer 2. The subsequent arrival and departure times are
calculated accordingly.

Push forward In a process quite like the reverse of the
Push Backward heuristic, all arrival and departure times are
pushed towards the end of the planning horizon as much
as possible. Equivalently speaking, when a vehicle finishes
service at its current customer and becomes idle, it should
first wait at its current location, and then travel to the next
customer at the latest time possible, while maintaining time
window feasibility at all subsequent customers. The heuristic
can be represented as follows.

ai = min
(
li , ai+ − ti,i+ − si

)

bi = ai+ − ti,i+

Figure 4 illustrates an example of thePushForward heuris-
tic. The set of customers and their service time windows are
the same as in Example I.

Hybridwaiting timeadjustmentWhen solving thedynamic
vehicle routing problem, we aim to minimize the total travel
distance of all vehicles. Waiting is assumed to be cost-free.
Thus it ismore efficient to let an idle vehiclewait at its current
location for more information on future customer requests to
become available before letting it to travel to the next cus-
tomer. This can be achieved by applying the Push Backward
heuristic to all of the customers scheduled on each vehicle.

Additionally, we want to maximize the chance of accom-
modating dynamic (and possibly anticipated) customers
when they request service. Recall that at each decision epoch,
a new set of anticipated customers is selected and routed in
the partial schedule. An anticipated customer remains in the
solution until one of the following 3 cases happen. Case I:
the customer requests service, at which time it becomes con-

Fig. 3 Example I: Push
backward

Fig. 4 Example II: Push
forward
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Fig. 5 Example III: Hybrid
waiting time adjustment

firmed. Case II: it is time for the assigned vehicle to travel
to the customer, at which time it has to be dropped form the
schedule and becomes unconfirmed. If the same customer
requests service after its reserved time slot has expired, it is
routed using the cheapest insertion heuristic discussed. Case
III: the next decision epoch is reached, at which time the
customer becomes unconfirmed and a new set of anticipated
customers is selected. Since time slots reserved for antici-
pated customers in the partial schedule have been optimized
by the local search heuristic, case I is clearly a more desir-
able outcome than case II. Thus, when a vehicle has finished
service at its current customer and the next customer sched-
uled on the route is an anticipated customer who has yet to
request service, it is beneficial to let the vehicle wait for the
customer to realize at its current location, for as long as pos-
sible before having to drop the customer out of the schedule.
Equivalently, wewant to place themaximum amount of slack
time possible just prior to the anticipated customer on each
route. This can be achieved by applying the Push Forward
heuristic to all customers scheduled between (and including)
the first anticipated customer on the route and the end of the
route.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of the hybrid heuristic.
The set of customers and their service time windows are
the same as in Examples I and II. Suppose that customer
2 is an anticipated customer who has yet to request service,
while customers 1 and 3 are confirmed customers. The hybrid
heuristic locates the largest possible amount of waiting time
between customer 1 and 2 as shown by the gap between g1
and b1.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Experiment setup

Simulations are performed on a modified Solomon RC201
instance for the vehicle routing problem with time windows
(VRPTW) [32]. The instance specifies all of the determin-
istic information on customer locations, demands, service
time windows, and fleet capacity. There are 100 customers
and the length of the planning horizon is 960 time units.
A dynamic vehicle routing problem can be constructed
by specifying two parameters, namely the percentage of
advance customers—ACPercent , and the probability that a

dynamic customer requests service—Request Prob. These
two parameters jointly determine the mixture between the
number of advance customers and the expected number of
realized dynamic customers in the problem. We assume that
all dynamic customers have the same probability of request-
ing service. qi = Request Prob,∀i . We use a triangular
distribution function to model fi (t), the conditional proba-
bility density function of request time ui .

A dynamic vehicle routing instance constructed as above
contains all deterministic and stochastic information of the
problem. A realization of the problem specifies the actual set
of advance customers, a group of dynamic customers who
are to make requests, and the precise request times of these
customers. A realization reflects the operation environment
faced by decision makers. For each dynamic instance, we
simulate 50 realizations and report the average results.

4.2 Routing strategies and parameters

For each realization of the dynamic vehicle routing problem,
we simulate the following three routing strategies and record
relevant performance measures for each strategy:

Static routing A static vehicle routing problem with time
windows is built and solved. The set of customers is the union
of advance customers and dynamics customers who request
service. It is assumed that all of these customers are known
at the beginning of the planning horizon and must be served.
We assume that the number of available vehicles is unlimited
and solve this deterministic VRP by using the construction
and the local search heuristics. We record the total distance
static−Dist and number of vehicles used static−NumV .
This strategy assumes perfect problem information and thus
provides a lower bound on the total travel distance if solved
optimally.

Dynamicpartial routingTheproposed look-aheaddynamic
partial routing framework is used to solve the dynamic vehi-
cle routing problem. The number of vehicles is set to be the
same as in the static solution. In the case that dynamic cus-
tomers have to be rejected due to insufficient fleet capacity,
extra vehicles are added. Thus, the final solution accom-
modates all advance customers together with the dynamic
customers who request service. This solution is called the
dynamic partial routing solution. The corresponding total
travel distance is denoted as dynamic−Dist .Multiplemodel
parameters can be changed to adjust the level of planning
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Table 1 Distance savings of
dynamic partial routing in base
case

numEpochs = 5

threshold f orecast Hori zon

24 (%) 48 (%) 96 (%) 192 (%) 480 (%) 960 (%)

0.15 18.61 24.50 28.26 28.42 28.09 28.51

0.375 16.25 18.75 25.21 28.07 28.23 28.41

0.6 14.37 16.50 21.50 27.95 28.19 28.56

and partial routing in the proposed framework, including
the number of decision epochs—numEpoch, the length of
the forecast horizon— f orecast Hori zon, and the threshold
value used to select the anticipated customers—threshold.
In addition, each heuristic algorithm has its own adjustable
parameters. Through preliminary experiments, we have iden-
tified and fixed the values of some parameters for better
performance. In particular, we set αSI = 0.33, αE I = 0.33,
αI I = 0.34, β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.1 and β3 = 0.1.

Reactive routing A reactive heuristic is used to solve
the dynamic vehicle routing problem. This heuristic makes
no forecast and no planning on dynamic customers. At the
beginning of the planning horizon, the construction and local
search heuristics are used to construct vehicle routes using
only the known demand. No re-optimization is performed.
Dynamic customer requests are handled in a reactive fashion
by the cheapest insertion heuristic. Similarly as above, the
number of vehicles is set to be the same as in the static case
and additional vehicles are added when necessary. The final
solution is called the reactive routing solution. The corre-
sponding total travel distance is denoted as reactive−Dist .

4.3 Dynamic partial routing in base case

As discussed in the introduction, reactive heuristics for solv-
ing the dynamic vehicle routing problem work reasonably
well when little information concerning the randomness in
the environment is available. The reactive routing strategy
defined above falls into this category. In contrast, the dynamic
partial routing framework proactively plans for dynamic cus-
tomers and conducts partial routing of the vehicles. In this
section, we study the performance of the partial routing strat-
egy under various model parameter settings and benchmark
its performance against the reactive routing strategy. We use
the total travel distance as themeasure of comparison and cal-
culate the percentage savings in total travel distance of the
dynamic partial routing as compared to the reactive routing.

Distance Saving = reactive−Dist−dynamic−Dist
reactive−Dist .

In the base case, we use ACPercent = 25% and
Request Prob = 0.75 to construct a fairly dynamic oper-
ating environment. The number of advance customers is
100 ∗ 25% = 25 and the expected number of dynamic
customers that become realized is 100 ∗ (1 − 25%) ∗

0.75 ≈ 57. The values of the model parameters we test are
numEpochs = 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20, f orecast Hori zon =
24, 48, 96, 192, 480 and 960, and threshold

Request Prob = 0.2, 0.5
and0.8.WithTmax = 960, eachoneof the f orecast Hori zon
values selected (except 24) corresponds to the time between
two consecutive decision epochs with respect to one of
the numEpochs values. For example, when Tmax = 960,
numEpochs = 10, and f orecast Hori zon = 48, the time
between decision epochs is 96 and at each decision epoch,
the request forecasting procedure forecasts for 48 time units.
The values of threshold are relative to the request Prob
value of the instance. For example, the actual threshold val-
ues used in the base case simulations are 0.75 ∗ 0.2 = 0.15,
0.75 ∗ 0.5 = 0.375, and 0.75 ∗ 0.8 = 0.6, representing low,
medium, and high levels of acceptance, respectively.

Table 1 shows the distance savings of the dynamic partial
routing in the base case. The numEpochs is fixed at 5 and
the table shows the sensitivity of the model with respect to
different settings of the parameters f orecast Hori zon and
threshold.

Observation 1 When holding the threshold fixed, the
distance savings increase as the length of the forecast hori-
zon increases. The longer the forecast horizon, the higher
the probability that a dynamic customer requests service
within this time frame. Given the same threshold value,
more dynamic customers are anticipated and routed at each
decision epoch. This in turn increases the chance that when
a dynamic customer requests service, it would receive a
reserved time slot from the current solution. Such time slots
have been optimized by the local search and waiting time
adjustment heuristics and hence tend to be more efficient
than the ones generated by the myopic cheapest insertion
procedure.

Observation 2 The increasing trend reaches its peak (or
plateaus in some cases) at f orecast Hori zon = 96 with
threshold = 0.15 and at f orecast Hori zon = 192 with
threshold = 0.375 and 0.6. Given that Tmax = 960 and
numEpochs = 5, the time between two consecutive deci-
sion epochs equals to 960/5 = 192 time units. We call
192 the breakpoint corresponding to numEpochs = 5.
With f orecast Hori zon = 192, it is guaranteed that the
entire planning horizon will be covered by the request
forecast procedure. With f orecast Hori zon = 96 and
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threshold = 0.15, even though the planning horizon is
not entirely covered, the low threshold value makes it more
likely for dynamic customers to be anticipated. As a result,
the distance saving of this setting is nearly as high as with
f orecast Hori zon = 192. In general, when setting the
f orecast Hori zon value to be equal to the breakpoints, all
of the stochastic information on possible future customer
requests can be exploited. Further increases in the length of
the forecast horizon would result in overlapping and not pro-
vide additional information about future requests, thus not
leading to extra distance savings.

Observation 3 When holding the f orecast Hori zon
fixed, the distance savings decrease as the threshold value
increases. When the threshold is higher, fewer dynamic
customers would be anticipated and routed at each decision
epoch. Consequently, less of the dynamic customers, when
they request service, would be provided with pre-planned
time slots. More of the dynamic customers would have to
rely on the cheapest insertion procedure which is myopic
and generally more costly.

We have established that for numEpochs = 5 and fixed
f orecast Hori zon value, the smallest threshold value at
threshold = 0.15 will generate the highest distance sav-
ings. The same trend holds for all other numEpochs values
we have tested. Our next task is to analyze the sensitivity
of the dynamic partial routing strategy with respect to the
parameter numEpochs.

Table 2 shows the distance savings of the dynamic par-
tial routing strategy with different parameter settings of
numEpochs and f orecast Hori zon. Thevalueof threshold
is fixed to be 0.15 for all experiments. Again the savings are
measured with respect to the reactive routing strategy.

Observation 4 As an extension of observations 4.3
and 4.3, when holding numEpochs fixed, the distance sav-
ings increase as the length of the forecast horizon increases.
The increasing trend reaches its peak (or plateaus in some
cases) no later than when the value of f orecast Hori zon
reaches the breakpoints corresponding to the value of
numEpochs. With Tmax = 960, the breakpoints cor-
responding to numEpochs = 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 are
960, 480, 192, 96, and 48, respectively. Indeed the tables

shows that with numEpochs = 1 or 2, the increasing trend
peaks at f orecast Hori zon = 480. With numEpochs = 5,
the cost saving plateaus at f orecast Hori zon = 96. Last
but not least, with numEpochs = 10 or 20, the cost sav-
ing plateaus at f orecast Hori zon = 48. This observation
confirms the claim that distance savings are generated by
dynamic customers who receive optimized time slots in the
existing schedule (observation 4.3). It also supports the claim
that there exists a minimum level of f orecast Hori zon that
is sufficient to generate the maximum distance savings. This
minimum level aligns with the breakpoint value correspond-
ing to each numEpochs value.

Observation 5 When holding f orecast Hori zon fixed,
distance savings increase as numEpochs increases. Having
more decision epochs corresponds to a higher level of partial
routing since the demand forecast and re-optimization pro-
cedures are performed more frequently. This allows newly
revealed information to be handled more promptly, leading
to extra cost savings. This phenomenon is much more signif-
icant at lower settings of f orecast Hori zon than at higher
settings. When f orecast Hori zon is small, the entire plan-
ning horizon is hardly covered by the forecast procedure even
with the largest numEpochs value we test. (24∗20 � 960).
Consequently, each increase in the number of epochswill sig-
nificantly increase the proportion of the planning horizon that
is covered, leading to a sizable increase in cost savings. In
contrast, when f orecast Hori zon is large, the majority of
the planning horizon can be covered even with the least num-
ber of epochs. For example, at f orecast Hori zon = 960,
only one epoch is needed at t = 0 to cover the entire plan-
ning horizon. In this case, increasing the number of decision
epochs has only limited effects on the total cost savings, as
reflected in the right-most column of Table 2.

We have now studied how the model parameters
numEpoch, f orecast Hori zon, and threshold individu-
ally and jointly affect the performance of the look-ahead
partial routing algorithm. We have concluded that it is bene-
ficial to set the threshold value based on threshold

Request Prob = 0.2,
and set the number of decision epochs at numEpoch = 20.
Besides, it is sufficient to set the length of the forecast hori-
zon to be equal to the breakpoint value corresponding to the

Table 2 Sensitivity analysis of
parameters numEpochs and
f orecast Hori zon

threshold = 0.15

numEpochs f orecast Hori zon

24 (%) 48 (%) 96 (%) 192 (%) 480 (%) 960 (%)

1 5.24 8.44 13.35 20.65 27.93 27.90

2 9.19 13.05 18.77 26.28 28.30 27.98

5 18.61 24.50 28.26 28.42 28.09 28.51

10 25.22 28.56 28.99 29.07 29.22 28.90

20 27.40 28.66 29.20 28.74 29.22 29.01
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Table 3 Sensitivity to different
expected proportions of realized
dynamic customers

Request Prob

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9

ACPercent(%) Reactive routing (%) Dynamic partial routing (%)

10 24.4 33.2 56.5 57.3 62.4 14.3 11.3 6.9 5.4 4.4

25 12.6 17.6 35.7 47.1 53.1 11.2 10.6 6.6 4.6 3.1

50 5.5 4.8 18.7 29.5 33.2 6.8 6.0 4.5 2.6 2.3

75 0.6 4.2 9.2 13.4 17.9 3.7 3.8 3.0 1.7 1.5

90 0.5 4.0 6.0 5.5 5.9 2.0 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.9

number of epochs. In this case, f orecast Hori zon = 48 is
sufficient. These settings are used throughout the next sec-
tion.

4.4 Sensitivity to the expected proportion of
realized dynamic customers

As discussed in the previous sections, the dynamic par-
tial routing strategy lies in the middle of the spectrum that
reflects the amount of problem information used in a solu-
tion approach. On one end of the spectrum is the static
routing strategy that assumes a deterministic system and
uses perfect problem information; on the other end lies
the totally reactive routing strategy that does not make use
of any stochastic information. In this section, we seek to
explore the behavior of dynamic partial routing in prob-
lemswith different expected proportions of realized dynamic
customers and compare it to the benchmarking strategies
lying at the ends of the spectrum. In our experiments,
we use the parameters ACPercent and Request Prob to
adjust the mixture between advance and realized dynamic
customers. The expected proportion of realized dynamic
customers among all realized customers can be calculated

as Request Prob∗(1−ACPercent)
Request Prob∗(1−ACPercent)+ACPercent , which lies between

0 and 1 by definition. Intuitively, the higher the values of
ACPercent , the smaller the expected proportion of realized
dynamic customers and the less dynamic the problem is. Sim-
ilarly, the higher the values of Request Prob, the higher the
expected proportion of realized dynamic customers is. In our
experiments, the expected proportion of realized dynamic
customers ranges between 0.01 and 0.89.

Since the static routing strategy assumes a determinis-
tic environment, it provides a lower bound on total travel
distance for the other two strategies that solve the dynamic
routing problem. Thuswe report their distance errors as com-
pared to the static solution. For example, the distance error of
dynamic partial routing is calculated as Distance Error =
dynamic−Dist−static−Dist

static−Dist . The smaller the error, the better the

solution. The results are summarized in Table 3.
Observation 6 When holding the ACPercent fixed

at low to moderate levels (10% through 50%), the dis-

tance errors increase for the reactive routing strategy as
Request Prob increases. This strategy does not make use
of any stochastic information on dynamic customers, and
thus it suffers more when there are more dynamic customers
in the system. The trend becomes less significant when the
ACPercent is high. At ACPercent = 90%, the reactive
routing strategy shows relatively flat performance except
for the case where Request Prob = 0.1. In this case, the
expected proportion of realized dynamic customers is only

Request Prob∗(1−ACPercent)
Request Prob∗(1−ACPercent)+ACPercent = 0.1∗(1−90%)

0.1∗(1−90%)+90% ≈
0.01 and the routing environment is practically static. The
reactive and static routing strategies are expected to behave
similarly as reflected by the 0.5% average distance error.

Observation 7 On the contrary, distance errors decrease
for the dynamic partial routing strategy as the Request Prob
increases when holding the ACPercent fixed at 10%
through 50%. The partial routing strategy uses a threshold
rule to forecast customer requests. When the Request Prob
is low, many time slots reserved for anticipated customers
will not get confirmed and are wasted. The quality of the
forecast is poor. These time slots take up both physical
and temporal capacity of the fleet. As the Request Prob
increases, more of the time slots reserved for anticipated
customers will get confirmed. The quality of the forecast
increases, and the distance error becomes smaller. Simi-
larly as for the reactive routing strategy, the error measures
become flat across different values of Request Prob for
problems with higher ACPercent values. Especially at
ACPercent = 90%, the number of dynamic customers
is only 10 and is too small as compared to the number of
advance customers, such that the exact number of realized
dynamic customers barely affect the quality of the solu-
tion.

Observation 8 When holding Request Prob fixed, both
the reactive routing and dynamic partial routing strategies
perform better for problems with more advance customers
and lower expected proportions of realized dynamic cus-
tomers. Even though the two strategies use different methods
to handle randomness in the problem, they both suffer from
the uncertainties in dynamic requests and both have to make
routing decisions based on partial information.
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Table 4 Average travel distance
per customer for different
problem sizes

Expected number of
customers

Static routing Expected proportion of realized dynamic customers

High Low High Low
Dynamic partial routing Reactive routing

32.50 20.46 21.98 22.76 26.28 23.07

55.00 16.16 18.29 17.26 26.75 17.05

77.50 13.84 14.89 14.36 22.21 13.93

91.00 12.94 13.62 13.20 21.19 13.04

Observation 9 We now compare the reactive routing and
the dynamic partial routing across problems with differ-
ent expected proportions of realized dynamic customers.
Generally speaking, dynamic partial routing outperforms
reactive routing for problems with low ACPercent and
high Request Prob values. Among all the problems we
have tested, the highest expected proportion of realized
dynamic customers is 0.89, corresponding to the instance
with ACPercent = 10% and Request Prob = 0.9.
The partial routing strategy shows only 4.4% in distance
error and outperforms reactive routing by the largest mar-
gin among all instances. On the contrary, for problems with
high ACPercent and low Request Prob values, reactive
routing outperforms dynamic partial routing. This suggests
that excessive planning for future requests could backfire in
situations where the number of dynamic customers is small.
Nevertheless, it is evident that the contrast between 0.5% and
2.0% in distance errors in the case with the lowest expected
proportion of realized dynamic customers isminimal as com-
pared to the sharp difference between 62.4% and 4.4% in
the case with the highest expected proportion of realized
dynamic customers. It suggests that even though the quality
of forecast is poor when there are few dynamic customers,
the re-optimization scheme in the partial routing framework
could promptly correct the errors in forecasting based on
newly revealed information. This implies that dynamic par-
tial routing is more flexible and robust than reactive routing
across problems with different expected proportions of real-
ized dynamic customers.

4.5 Unit cost analysis of the different routing
strategies

So far we have focused on benchmarking the total travel dis-
tance of serving all customers. Another metric of interest
is the average travel distance per customer, which can be
calculated by dividing the total travel distance by the total
number of serviced customers (both advance and dynamic
customers). This unit cost measure allows us to study the
effect of economies of scale of serving additional customers
for problems of different sizes. In the context of the vehi-
cle routing problem with dynamic customers, the size of

a problem can be interpreted in two dimensions. The first
dimension relates to the total number of realized customers,
and the second dimension concerns with the expected pro-
portion of realized dynamic customers given the total number
of customers. To this end, we now analyze the average travel
distance per customer on a set of instances that reflect both
dimensions of the size of the problem.

Table 4 reports the average travel distance per customer.
Each row of the table contains the results corresponding to
problems with the same expected number of customers, and
the number is listed in the first column of the table. The rest of
the columns contain the results of the corresponding routing
strategy. In static routing, all of the customers are assumed
to be advance customers. The mixture between advance and
dynamic customers is irrelevant. For the other two strategies,
we report the results on twoDVRP instances, one with a high
expected proportion of realized dynamic customers (ranging
between 0.69 and 0.89) and the other with a low expected
proportion of realized dynamic customers (ranging between
0.01 and 0.23). Note that both instances have the same total
expected number of customers.

Observation 10 For the static routing strategy, as the
expected number of customers increases, more customers
can be accommodated on the same vehicle based on prox-
imity in their locations. Thus the proportion of deadheading
miles is reduced and the average travel distance per customer
decreases due to economies of scale on vehicle usage.

Observation 11 For the dynamic partial routing strategy,
the average travel distance per customer is roughly the same
in cases with high or low expected proportions of realized
dynamic customers, given the same total expected number
of customers. This suggests that the partial routing strategy
is robust with respect to the mixture between advance versus
dynamic customers. The reactive routing method shows its
advantage in quickly adapting to new information and eas-
ing out part of the inconvenience caused by uncertainties in
dynamic requests. The average travel distance per customer
in both the high and low expected proportions of realized
dynamic customers cases are marginally higher than the cor-
responding measure of the static routing solution, which is
consistent with the previous analysis. As the expected num-
ber of customers increases, the average travel distance per
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customer decreases similarly as in the static routing case due
to the effect of economies of scale. This suggests that under
the dynamic partial routing strategy, the systemhas the ability
to accommodate additional dynamic customers without the
risk of increasing the average travel distance per customer.

Observation 12 For the reactive routing strategy, the aver-
age travel distance per customer is significantly larger in
cases with high expected proportions of realized dynamic
customers than in cases where the proportions are low, given
the same total expected number of customers. This sug-
gests that reactive routing is very sensitive to the number of
dynamic customers in the problem because these customers
are handled by themyopic cheapest insertion heuristic,which
is globally suboptimal. This observation is consistentwith the
previous analysis which shows that the reactive routing strat-
egy performsparticularly poorly on instanceswhere the value
of Request Prob is high. In the caseswith high expected pro-
portions of realized dynamic customers, the average travel
distance per customer are significantly higher than the corre-
sponding measure of the static routing solution, suggesting
that the benefit of economies of scale is out-weighted by
the increase in total travel distance caused by the subopti-
mal routing strategy. Additional dynamic customers tend to
cause the average travel distance per customer to increase
dramatically.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we study the vehicle routing problem with
dynamic customer requests. We model the uncertainties
related to dynamic customer requests by assuming an under-
lying probability of request aswell as a conditional likelihood
function on the request time.We adopt a look-ahead dynamic
routing approach to design a solution framework that proac-
tively forecasts future customer requests. The hybrid waiting
time adjustment heuristic strategically optimizes time slots
in the current schedule in anticipation for potential requests.
Dynamic real-time routing rules are developed to minimize
the total travel distance of all vehicles as well as maxi-
mize the probability of accepting dynamic customer requests.
The level of forecasting and route planning in our solu-
tion can be adjusted by changing the values of three model
parameters, namely the numEpochs, f orecast Hori zon,
and threshold. This partial routing capability positions our
solution in themiddle of the spectrum that reflects the amount
of problem information used in a solution approach.

Through extensive numerical simulations, we first study
the behavior of the proposed partial routing framework under
different parameter settings. Using the base case network,
where 25 customers are known in advance and each dynamic
customer has a 75%chance of requesting service, we identify
that the lowest threshold value used to select anticipated cus-

tomers generally leads to the best result. We also show that
there exists a minimum value of the length of the forecast
horizon that is sufficient to exploit the benefit of forecasting
dynamic requests. This value aligns with the time between
two consecutive decision epochs given the choice of the total
number of decision epochs.We then compare and contrast the
above mentioned routing strategies in networks with various
levels of uncertainties. The dynamic partial routing strategy
is shown to bemore reliable than reactive routing across prob-
lemswith different expected proportions of realized dynamic
customers. The analysis based on the average travel distance
per customer shows that the dynamic partial routing strategy
could benefit from the effect of economies of scale on vehicle
usage in situations with both high and low levels of expected
proportions of realized dynamic customers.
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